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A decade on
the frontlines
We look back at M-Trends
reporting highlights
M-Trends’ commentary,
accurate predictions and deep
dive analysis have earned it
a place as one of the most
insightful reports used and
respected by cyber security
professionals worldwide.
Back in 2010, the inaugural issue of
Mandiant’s M-Trends focused purely
on the APT landscape, when ‘APT’ was
certainly not as familiar a term as it is
today. It provided unique insight into
why readers should be concerned about
APT groups how organizations become
compromised and the challenges in
dealing with the various threats. It featured
a number of case studies to give important
context. The rest, as they say, is history.
Mandiant had already become a highly
respected company since its inception six
years earlier. It was not until 2013 that it was
acquired by FireEye, months after a report
within M-Trends documented evidence of
cyber attacks dating back to 2006 by a
Chinese actor which it referred to as APT1.
Whist this event is widely regarded as a major
contributor to Mandiant’s rise to prominence,
M-Trends had, in fact, referred to the Chinese
threat in that very first edition back in 2010.
M-Trends has gone from strength to
strength …continuing to highlight trends and
disturbing new threats, the growth in number
and diversity of APT groups and providing
in-depth analysis of real-world attacks.
More recently, its remit has been broadened
to other pressing industry issues such as
the chronic ubiquitous skills gap. What has
remained constant, however, is the fact that
its knowledge is delivered straight from the
frontlines of cyber attacks.

DOWNLOAD AT FIREEYE.COM
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Expertise On Demand
The Best Line of Defense

In the world of cyber security, with its many challenges and demands, how many
of our problems would be solved if only we had more hours in the day to tackle
them all? The unfortunate reality is that whilst there are many great multitaskers in
this world, one person cannot proficiently fulfill the many different roles required to
detect, defend and respond to all attacks.
If you want to undertake all cyber security work
in house, you will need big budgets and a highly
effective recruitment team, because right now the
cyber security skills gap is in crisis - so much so, that
by 2021 it is anticipated that there will be 3.5million
cyber security positions unfilled globally1.
It wouldn’t be unreasonable to wonder why cyber
security teams need to be so sizable. The truth is
that when attacks are coming in from all angles,
predicting where they will come from becomes a
rather complex task, let alone how to defend your
company from them all. It’s no great surprise that solo
operating cyber security professionals are burning
out and the certainty of an attack being successful
becomes more real.
So what is this army of cyber security professionals
in order to help business owners sleep at night
comprised of? To start you will need Threat Hunting
Analysts to proactively look for signs of compromise,
searching through large amounts of data sources,
identifying patterns and trends to enhance visibility of
any malicious activity which technology alone cannot
detect. Then there is the Intelligence Analyst who
can determine whether any threats are significant or
sophisticated to help prepare a company’s defenses
and actively manage risk, identifying attacker profiles
and behaviours.

Supporting such a broad team of intelligence and
malware analysts is expensive for any organization
and scaling it is even more challenging. Without
scale, it will be difficult to achieve the macro visibility
across industries, regions and different attacker
techniques which enable analysts to connect the
dots between their observed activities.
There is light at the end of the tunnel however
through the use of Expertise On Demand services
which deliver the missing links to your security
operation through flexible access to security
expertise, giving you threat insight, incident
response, training opportunities and scale as and
when you need it.
The FireEye Expertise On Demand service provides
security professionals with expansive and detailed
cyber security knowledge and experience that
can only come from decades spent tracking threat
attacks and responding to breaches that matter.
The practice is proving to be so effective that nearly
nine in 10 companies recently surveyed are turning
to external companies providing cyber security
expertise to help support their business2. Perhaps
whilst the idea of freezing time so that we may fit
more into our day remains fantastical, with Expertise
On Demand the dream of winning the war on cyber
crime is becoming a reality.

Working closely with Intelligence Analysts are
Malware Reverse Engineers who dissect malware
and work through the attacker’s code to understand
how it behaves which results in the acceleration of
incident response to any high risk threats. These
findings drive how Incident Responders (who
minimise the impact of any successful attack) and
Security Threat Protection Analysts (who work to
protect organizations in real time to all emerging
threats) act to every given situation.
In addition to all of this, you need Attack Simulation
Specialists who will continue to enhance your ability
to prevent, detect and respond to incidents, testing
security infrastructure and identifying any flaws, and
a Security Program Analyst to take a helicopter view
of current cyber risks and advise where to plug any
holes in your defense framework based on the level
of threat risk.

Learn how to extend your cyber security
team with 7 critical cyber security roles >
DOWNLOAD AT FIREEYE.COM

The 7 Cyber Security Experts you are going to need
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1 Source Frost & Sullivan report. 2 Source: 2017 cyber threat defense report, CyberEdge Group, LLC
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INTELLIGENCE STRATEGIST’S CORNER

What the shift to militarization
of cyberspace means for business risk
Christopher Porter, Chief Intelligence Strategist, FireEye
While destructive attacks like
wiper malware and various
forms of ransomware are
nothing new at this point, the
creeping spread in the use
of destructive malware by
more–and more dangerous–
groups gives me pause. Such
attacks were historically
primarily criminal, financially motivated activities
only occasionally undertaken by governmentaffiliated groups to deliver a political message,
cover the tracks of a more sophisticated espionage
operation, or distract from a more important
second operation.

Today, the most serious
destructive cyber attacks are
pointedly political, nation-state
actions launched to compel
another nation to change
political course, remove a
military capability, or threaten
critical infrastructure.
Coupled with the move to better anti-forensic
techniques by attackers, destructive malware
poses a much different business risk than it did
even a few years ago despite superficial similarities
in function. What were once cyber espionage
tools in the hands of spies are increasingly
weapons in the hands of uniformed military units,

CUSTOMER PROFILES

Learning from
the frontlines
It is well documented that to help alleviate
the skills gap within the cyber security sector,
learning from companies across various
industries is vital to build knowledge and assist in
the mapping of commonalities to provide better
protection for other businesses.
Learning from the frontline is something that is critical to all of
us in the industry, assisting with the cycle of innovation within
cyber security as well as increasing awareness of practices and
processes that have proven successful, and how those change
over time in order to continually adapt and defend against
security breaches.
With the skills gap affecting the amount of time staff have
available to attend networking events and access this information,
FireEye are bringing it directly to you, with different case studies
featured every quarter. Through sharing information, we can all
learn and when we all learn, we can provide increasingly stronger
defense systems to protect our data.

and destruction is often their objective outright
rather than incidental or a means of accomplishing
another goal.
As US Cyber Command and NATO allies work
together to spread once-secret hacking techniques
and tools within the alliance, other major cyber
players with global allies–Russia, China, and
Iran–will look to do the same with their allies and
friendly non-state groups. Likewise, all four nations
have faced limited diplomatic consequences for
alleged destructive and disruptive cyber attacks,
probably incentivizing their future use.
For organizations targeted for attack, particularly
by sophisticated nation-state APT groups like
Russia’s Sandworm Team or North Korea’s APT38,
the deployment of destructive malware or use of
cyber operations to alter industrial production or
safety systems means that a small vulnerability or
slow response time can quickly cascade into realworld consequences. In the past, such incidents
might have caused only temporary disruption to a
website or limited financial loss. Already we have
noticed a turn by those deploying ransomware
away from large-scale lock-ups of enterprises that
were easier for attackers but often had minimal
impact on targets and toward slower, long-term
targeting of a company’s most valuable databases
and operations-support systems for ransomware
deployment.
I strongly recommend IT security and corporate risk
officers work together to re-evaluate exposure in
light of this trend, with an eye toward re-evaluating
the odds of catastrophic loss and liability.

Infosys
Global deep visibility and actionable intelligence for Infosys
Infosys is a global leader in next-generation digital services
and consulting. It enables clients in 45 countries to navigate
their digital transformation. The company’s attack surface is
both significant and complex–encompassing hundreds of
thousands of endpoints around the world, a highly mobile
workforce and huge data centers.
DOWNLOAD AT FIREEYE.COM

Dentons Rodyk & Davidson LLP
Experience and unified approach helps law firm protect client
details across global network
Dentons Rodyk & Davidson LLP–Singapore’s oldest
law firm and part of the largest law firm–recognized the
need for leading-edge cyber threat protection, against a
global background of exponentially increased volume and
sophistication of attacks.
DOWNLOAD AT FIREEYE.COM
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Acceleration in the rise
of destructive attacks
The past six years have seen the
increased use by threat actors
of destructive TTPs as a means
to achieve their strategic and
political objectives. Admittedly,
the incidence has been relatively
limited owing to the risk of
reprisals, but it is important that
we understand the motivation
behind such attacks as well as
having a knowledge of their
modi operandi.

Some destructive attacks
are intentionally overt and
attributable in order to send a
message to the victim; others
are configured to conceal the
source of the attack.
Deploying various malware to delete critical
system files, erase volumes of data and damage
systems themselves, is typically a tactic used to
make a point to further political ideologies–either
in reprisal for an actual or perceived hostile action,
or as an act of pure posturing.
The same motive can sometimes be attributed to
the use of physically destructive malware, but just
as commonplace a motive for this is sabotage,
with anything from financial powerhouses to CNI
being taken over or taken down. Traditionally,
state-sponsored attackers have had the intention
to inflict damage on specific target. However,
EternalPetya and WannaCry demonstrated how
such groups can deploy ransomware to conduct
destructive attacks against a broader audience
across borders.

Threat actors are increasingly leveraging data
destruction as an anti-forensic technique in their
campaigns to cover their tracks during operations
and hinder forensic investigations into the source
and extent of attacks. For example, FireEye has
investigated ransomware campaigns that were
not correctly configured to decrypt victim data,
even after a ransom was paid by the victim. Some
ransomware campaigns also either lack the ability
to collect payments, or use payment systems
inappropriate to the scale of the campaign.
Rather than being financially-motivated (or
unprofessionally executed), these types of attacks
are deployed to render the target’s data unusable.

Example: North Korean threat actor APT38–
profiled in this issue of The Vision–is does not
hesitate to eliminate evidence or victim networks
during operations. The group leverages DYEPACK
malware, which has the ability to delete itself and
can be configured to self-destruct at a specific
time. APT38 has also employed CLEANTOAD and
CLOSESHAVE tools that are configured to clean up
after other malware leveraged during an incident.
It also uses measures such as multiple code
packing and encrypting files on the system and in
the registry to evade anti-virus and thwart forensic
investigations.
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How secure is the cloud?
We explode some common misconceptions
Business is moving to the cloud… it’s just happening far more
slowly than anticipated five years ago. Sure, certain aspects of
many organizations’ setup have embraced the cloud–such as
email, office productivity and engineering development–but
many older apps and infrastructure won’t be migrated any
time soon.
This means that most organizations are still inexperienced, developers still
expect freedom from organizational processes, and the technology continues
to morph rapidly. Understandably, this mix of excitement and anxiety has led
to a number of misconceptions. We explode five of the most commonplace.

1. ‘The cloud is unsafe’
The cloud itself is not inherently unsafe… in fact no more so than a typical
data center when used correctly. Indeed, in all the FireEye Mandiant incident
responses conducted on public clouds to date, we’ve uncovered exploitation
of configuration or customer code, but never errors in the provider’s code or
infrastructure implementation.

2. ‘My organization doesn’t use the cloud’
Are you sure? You’d be challenged to find any modern organization that
does not use some kind of web service, whether for banking, web hosting,
HR, finance, logistics or many other functions, especially as the term ‘cloud’
includes software as a service.

3. ‘My cloud provider will keep me secure’
Under the shared responsibility model, the customer is the ultimate custodian
of its data and as such, is responsible for safeguarding it. Sure, the provider
ensures that its facilities are secure, the hardware is not compromised, and the
underlying software and operating systems of any services offered are secure.
However, it’s the customer’s responsibility to ensure that virtual machines are
patched, apps aren’t vulnerable, and credentials are being used legitimately.

4. ‘The cloud is just someone else’s computer’
Securing the cloud is not like securing a computer in someone else’s data
center. There are storage services, containers and other non-traditional
services to consider in addition to more familiar virtual machines. These
services could comprise hundreds or thousands of real servers spread across
many data centers, all to fulfill a single service request.
This demands additional visibility and planning to provide security controls
and instrumentation around distributed and non-discrete compute offerings.
Even though these services may use an API, the concepts of IP addresses and
operating systems often don’t apply, so security configuration and controls
won’t use traditional security implementations like firewalls and anti-virus.

5. ‘Advanced adversaries aren’t attacking the cloud’
Attackers follow data, including when it goes into the cloud. Around 20%
of Mandiant incident response engagements involve assets housed on a
public cloud, and almost every one we perform involve public cloud in some
way. The cloud does not hinder threat actors–they easily adapt their TTPs
to compromise cloud accounts to access confidential data, steal computing
resources and spy on targets.
Anything of value you put in the cloud will be a target, and needs protecting
accordingly. This means both implementing cloud security basic best practice,
and also having the SOC ready to actively hunt down advanced attackers that
pursue your data into the cloud.

For the detail behind the debunk download the ebook

GET THE EBOOK AT FIREEYE.COM
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THE ADVANCE IN APT GROUPS:

Ones to watch
APT37

Suspected attribution: North Korea
Promoted to APT: February 2018
APT37 (‘Reaper) has been targeting mainly South Korean public and
private sector targets, it is thought since 2012. In 2017 it expanded its
operations into Japan, Vietnam and the Middle East, focusing on a
range of industries including chemicals, electronics, manufacturing,
aerospace, automotive, and healthcare.
We believe the group’s primary mission to be covert intelligence
gathering in support of North Korea’s strategic military, political and
economic interests. Last July, we uncovered a reunification-themed
email to multiple recipients, that possessed a weaponized HWP
(Hangul Word Processor) attachment that seemed to have been used
against South Korean government agencies.
We predict:
APT37 will be leveraged in previously unfamiliar roles and regions,
especially as economic pressure continues to mount on the regime.

APT38

Suspected attribution: North Korea
Promoted to APT: October 2018
APT38 is a financially motivated group linked to North Korean
cyber espionage operators, renowned for its attempts to steal
hundreds of millions of dollars from financial institutions in support
of the Pyongyang regime since 2015. Its sophisticated attacks
typically feature long planning and an extended presence in victim
environments before any money is stolen. It is expert in mixed
operating systems and uses custom developed tools. Increasingly,
it uses destructive malware to evade detection.
We predict:
APT38 operations will continue to persist as North Korea’s
currency continues to deteriorate, using new TTPs to evade
more advanced security techniques put in place by its financial
institution targets.
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in 2019

Promotion of a hostile actor to APT status
occurs when we have robust evidence
of a TEMP group’s (named as a result of
sufficient or consistent TTP reporting)
sponsoring nation, target profile, attack
motivations and independence from
existing groups. Last year, we labeled
four new attackers as APTs. The word

‘persistent’ not only applies to the
group’s attacks on a target, but also
their very existence and determination
to survive and flourish. Certain that the
four new groups will grow in both their
breadth and sophistication in 2019,
here’s a brief profile of each.

APT39

Suspected attribution: Iran
Promoted to APT: December 2018

1298234298263
9874293847293
8472938472938
4729384729387
429837429834
7293847293568
420394820394
802936293874
9238742938792
834738472938
4729384798738
3872384798729

APT39

FireEye Intelligence has tracked cyber espionage group APT39
since November 2014. Its targeting scope is global, but activities are
concentrated in the Middle East, particularly telecoms companies and
travel and IT firms in their ecosystem. Targeting may also extend to
transportation and government entities in Israel and Kuwait.
The group’s focus on these industries suggests an intent to conduct
monitoring, tracking or surveillance against specific individuals, collect
proprietary or customer data for commercial or operational purposes
aligned to national priorities, or create additional accesses and vectors
to facilitate future campaigns. We believe that geopolitical data
collection is a further objective.
We predict:
APT39 will further its mission is to collect personal information in
support of Iran’s national security priorities.

APT40

Suspected attribution: China
Promoted to APT: December 2018
Cyber espionage group APT40 (‘Periscope’) typically targets
Southeast Asian countries strategically important to China’s ‘Belt
and Road Initiative’. Since at least January 2013, it has conducted
campaigns against maritime, defense, aviation, chemicals, research/
education, government, and technology organizations. It steals large
amounts of information specific to government-sponsored projects,
including proposals, meetings, financial data, shipping information,
plans and drawings and raw data.
We predict:
With the ability to leverage a massive library of tools and agility
to shift operations to new targets as required, we anticipate its
operations will continue through at least the near- and medium-term.

Read the full report in M-Trends 2019
DOWNLOAD AT FIREEYE.COM
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Global Webinar Series 2019
FireEye’s global webinars have earned universal
acclaim for their breadth and depth of content,
leveraging unique insight based on real-world
incident response investigations. Have you
checked them out?
We’ve been busy producing a compelling series of webinars, which
reflect some of the key topics of concern to cyber professionals
the world over. Hosted by highly-respected FireEye experts, they
all share a common objective: to arm your organization against the
barrage of threats facing it every day.
We examine the importance of cyber threat intelligence (CTI) and
how your organization can effectively deploy, cascade and exploit
it. Closely aligned, when (not if) you do come up against an actual
threat, we ask how well your team is poised to perform and if there
is a case to consider engaging specialist resources such as our
Expertise On Demand services. Such an attack would be likely to
have its origins in malicious email–still the #1 attack vector. With
thousands being missed by most email security solutions, we look
at the must-haves required to beat this relentless threat.
With no cloud migration strategy even near complete without
the security angle sewn up, it’s as hot a topic as ever, also coming
under scrutiny in our webinar series as we look at some of the
common misconceptions that have ubiquitously hindered
its progress.
Finally, hot off the press, there’ll be webinar coverage of highlights
and expert insights from this year’s M-Trends, our eagerly-awaited
annual flagship commentary, predictions and deep dive analysis…
a must-view for cyber professionals everywhere.

Watch M-Trends 2019 on demand and arm your team with the knowledge
they need to defend against today’s most often used cyber attacks, as well
as both emerging and more obscure threats.

•

How to Build Intelligence-Led Security Capabilities

•

The Best Way to Assess Incident Response Preparedness

•

Top 5 Cloud Security Myths Debunked

•

M-Trends 2019

•

Can ONE Email Security Solution ever do it all?

We hope you enjoyed this
edition. Get the latest cyber
security news from the frontlines
by reading The Vision online.
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